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Limitation of current graph models

Figure 1: Sample networks modeled as a property graphs

In current graph databases, the property graph model is the most adopted. However, there is no commonly
agreed conceptual model for graph databases. Moreover, none explicitly suggests tools for graph evolution
tracking. On multidimensional graph analysis, graphs are assumed to be homogeneous and static.

Graph Data Modeling

1 The Graph Model

We defined a semi-structured data model for graph data analysis (Ghrab et al., 2013). The model introduces a
well defined set of data structures and operators needed for the analysis.

Figure 2: Analytics-oriented evolving graph metamodel

The model provides a set tools for modeling graph data and introduces two new data structures oriented for
high level analysis, namely analytics hypernodes and classes.
It supports representation and querying of nodes data as it evolves. Hence complementing current state of
the art focusing more on the overall network structure (Khurana and Deshpande, 2013).

Figure 3: Our model applied on MovieLens recommendation website

2 Querying the Graph Data

• Selection: σ([NLabel,AttVals]*; [ELabel,AttVals]*)(G)
•Projection: π(EvLabel, {ValSet}){G, NLabel}
•Traversal: τ(Start,Pattern)

Figure 4: A subgraph of the model instance applied on MovieLens

Multidimensional Analysis of Graph Data

We propose to build the stack of multidimensional analysis of graph data, enriching current graph aggregation
techniques (Chen et al., 2009) on both graph and cube levels.

Figure 5: Multidimensional analysis on a recommendation network

Future Works: Towards a Graph Data Warehouse

•Algebra verification and completion

• ETL: either from a property graph or an instance of model-compliant graph

•Multidimensional structures and operations extension, algebra definition

•Multidimensional Query language for graph data

•Distributed storage and processing of graph data

• Temporal support for management of graph data
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